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Adarma Managed Security Services

Ever-changing threat landscape… evolving
threats … relentless adversaries… increasing
risk.
You get the message. That’s why you’re
looking for a partner who understands the
dangers to help defend your business and
manage that risk.
Adarma operate as a true, trusted security
partner. That means we won’t lock everything
we do inside a black box - everything we do is
fully visible. Totally transparent. Entirely
accountable.
There’s auditable, evidential, meaningful
data for every single piece of information we
generate. All our pricing is clear and upfront–
there are no hidden costs. And all our
solutions are tailored to you as an individual
partner.
We don’t just ask you to trust us with your
defence – we demonstrate 24/7 why you
should. We focus on outcomes, aligned to
four defensive principles. By following these
principles we become focused on the only
thing that matters in security - protecting
your business mission.
•

•

•

•

Aware means understanding your
business and the threats it faces to
deliver services that fit your unique
requirements.
Aligned means defining and
implementing a strong defensive
baseline tailored to the risks faced by
your business.
Adaptive means operating active
defenses that remain resilient when
business needs change and the threat
landscape alters.
Assured means continuously
monitoring and assuring the defensive
capability to give comfort to your
board that your business is prepared
for these changes.
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Adarma’s Managed Services
All Adarma Managed Security Services are
delivered from our 24/7 ISO 27001
accredited, Security Operations Centre
(SOC). The service is cloud-based,
underpinned by Splunk Cloud in a dedicated
AWS instance. This gives High Availability
Business Continuity options, EU or UK data
centres, and guaranteed Service SLAs, all
operated by Adarma analysts - cyber security
professionals with combined decades of
experience in SOC management and
operations.
Via a combination of security orchestration
and response (SOAR) capabilities and mature
internal processes, we ensure an analyst’s
attention is never spread thin across clients
and an analyst’s time is focussed on the
situations that matter- allowing us to build
contextual awareness of your organisation,
people, and processes.
We offer multiple engagement models:
• Fully outsourced
• Adarma personnel operating onsite
• Integrated hybrid (your team and
Adarma become one)
(Advice and recommendations for selecting
the right SOC model, based on our
experience in assisting customers in the
decision-making process, is available in our
white paper, “Selecting The Right SOC Model”
available here)
Our team can integrate with your
environments or accelerate onboarding with
a virtual or in-person workshop, making sure
we understand everything we need to deliver
the service you need.
We take a modular approach to services,
offering options and capabilities from
essential to advanced, working together to
build the service that best suits you.
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Managed Services Core Components

Additional Services

Our managed Security Operations Centre
(SOC) service is a transparent, flexible,
innovative offering that is built on decades of
experience in design, building, and operating
SOCs. It’s the beating heart of our managed
services, delivering award-winning Managed
Detection and Response (MDR).

We offer a range of supporting services and
capabilities to augment the managed SOC as
necessary.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Accelerated onboarding and use case
workshop – customers are quickly
onboarded, and a baseline set of use
cases rapidly established.
Setup event acquisition – we work
together to establish the flow of events
from the customer infrastructure into
the event handling platform.
Incident support – 24/7 monitoring
and response to incoming events.
Close alignment with customer teams
ensures effective response and
mitigation.
Platform support – Adarma maintains
the event management and workflow
platform throughout the contract
lifetime.
Proactive threat hunting and use case
development – new threats are
translated into use cases to ensure
monitoring remains relevant as the
threat landscape changes, with use
cases refined iteratively per customer.
Service management – we provide
tailored MI providing insight into the
data – not just its status.
Per-customer service catalogues
ensure clearly defined operating
procedures.

And our use of SOAR via Splunk Phantom
means we’re fast, efficient, and focussed
where it matters to you:
•
•
•
•

Incident correlation and triage
IOC enrichment
Rapid reporting
Concise, useful case management
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•

Endpoint Detection and Response
(EDR) services let us rapidly and
accurately identify endpoint threats
such as malware or lurking APTs –
keeping you aware before harm is
done.

•

Vulnerability Management (VM)
services let us identify, contextualise,
track, and prioritise remediation
recommendations to reduce risk in a
managed and intelligence-driven way.

•

Threat intelligence (TI) services keep
you informed of threats to your
security landscape as they emerge
and trend - and our analysts alert to
detect and alert you to them.

For more detail on all or any of these services,
please visit the Adarma website.
Why Adarma?
•
•
•
•

•

Continual improvement of rules and
rulesets as new threats are identified
generally and per customer.
Complete visibility of incident
handling workflow tools and the
actions we take on your behalf.
Flexible engagement models and
service levels give you the service you
want, not one we impose.
We partner with best of breed
solutions to deliver world class
services, delivering rapid value
through the service we implement and
deliver.
Our innovative interrogation
capability lets us quickly manage and
tune use cases, reducing your time to
value.
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And it’s not just our technology:
•

•
•

About Adarma

Our managed services are backed up
by a wider practice of accredited
experts across disciplines and
technologies – all with strong security
backgrounds.
Our SOAR lead is the only accredited
Phantom trainer in Europe.
Our Managed Services Product Lead
sits on the customer advisory board of
a market-leading SIEM technology
provider.

We’re one of the largest independent security
services companies in the UK. A business
formed and run by experienced senior
security leaders, we know security and how to
deliver real value in the real world. This is why
our clients are successful FTSE 350
organisations from all industry sectors.
Adarma delivers innovative tailored solutions
for some of the world’s biggest companies.
Our teams are a diverse group of technical
experts and consultants, all with the same
objective and united by the same goal: to
help our clients prepare for attack and stand
side-by-side with them when it happens.
Helping make the world a safer place.

Contact us to discuss your Managed Security Service requirements enquiries@adarma.com

www.adarma.com
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